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With this map you will cross any border in Austria, Germany, Italy, Switzerland or Slovenia with ease. The TransAlpine (TA)
map shows routes, trails and roads, mountain passes and mountain regions, the Italian Alpine and the Alpine Erste Linie. This
comprehensive map includes the entire Alpine chain. Not only does it show the actual topography with all mountains and passes,
the heights of the individual mountains are also shown. The TransAlpine Map is the first topographic map to include the
1:50.000 and 1:100.000 scale. It provides detailed topography in the entire Alpine chain, from south to north. It covers the
border regions of Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Slovenia, Italy, and includes the Alps and its highest peaks. It covers more
than 1.2 million km² of area and includes more than 30.000 roads, trails, rivers, lakes and geographic boundaries. In addition,
the TA map includes the existing federal road network of Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Italy as well as the current border
between Italy and Slovenia. The TA map includes 1:50.000 and 1:100.000 scale elevation contour and relief lines. Therefore,
the 1:50.000 scale offers a continuous cross-border elevation contour at a distance of 100 m from the border, which is
particularly valuable when crossing the border between Germany and Austria, Switzerland and Italy, and Slovenia and Italy. For
example, you can quickly identify the exact border between Switzerland and Italy. The 1:100.000 scale lines represent small
rivers, lakes, railway lines and major roads. This scale represents the most natural terrain without any trace of man-made
elements. For example, it can be used to find and recognize streams and canals, especially in Germany. The map includes
significant geographic borders, such as the German, Austrian, Swiss, Italian, Slovenia, and ICT borders. The TA map also shows
the boundaries of numerous mountains, the largest ski regions and a complete border topography in the Alps. All mountain
passes and some routes are shown in the Alps and the Alps Erste Linie (first Alpine line). The cross-border mountain passes are
the St. Gotthard, Brenner, Susten, Gornergrat, Furka and Semmering passes. Other passes with border functions are the Allalin
pass between Germany and Switzerland, the Dobratsch pass between Austria and Slovenia, and the Totes
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